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Abstact Search Summary :- 

The aim of this research is to identify the artistic qualities and aesthetic values and artistic 

features of the art of Alabro, and to take advantage of the aesthetic characteristics and features 

of the art of Alabro in the designs of women's clothing from the age (20-30) suitable for the 

evening, and employ some computer programs in the design of the proposed research. 

     The importance of research is to contribute to linking the field of arts in the field of fashion 

design, which contributes to the production of new artistic models, enrich the local market 

with designs inspired by the art of Alabro, shed light on ancient art such as the art of Alabro 

or art painting on water and benefit from it in the design of fashion, help the Yin in the 

creation of new designs based on the art of Alabro and followed the research the descriptive 

approach by analyzing the aesthetic values of the art of Alabro and analyzing the work of 

pioneers in this field by surveying the opinions of specialists and consumers in the group of 

designs proposed in the research, and using the applied side in The work of clothing designs 

adapted from the art of Alabro . 

    The results of the research showed statistically significant differences at a level of 

significance (0.05) between the proposed designs according to the opinions of specialists in 

aesthetic and functional terms, and the existence of statistically significant differences at a 

level of significance (0.05) between the proposed designs according to the opinions of the 

consumers aesthetically and functional . 

    The research has presented a set of recommendations, the most important of which are: 

attention to the study of ancient and influential arts such as the art of Alabro to enrich the field 

of fashion design, further research in linking the old and most popular arts in the world and 

linking them to the field of fashion design, and employing modern visions using digital 

processors Computer. 
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Statement search issue of the problem: 

1 – What is the possibility of analyzing and devising the aesthetic values and distinctive 

artistic features of the art of Alabro ? 

2-What can be the creation of designs inspired by the aesthetics of the Abro art to suit women 

(20 -30) ? 
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3- What is the possibility of hiring some computer programs in designing and directing the 

proposed designs? 

4-What is the degree of acceptance by consumers and specialists of the proposed designs 

inspired by the aesthetics of the art of Alabro ?  

Research Methodology: 

 The current research follows the descriptive approach by analyzing the aesthetic values of the 

art of Alabro and analyzing the work of pioneers in this field by surveying the opinions of 

specialists and consumers in the proposed design package in the research, and using the 

applied side in the work of the design of clothing TBS of the art of Alabro. 

 

Sample search: 

 A group of consumers aged (20 to 30) years and their number (50) 

 Research objectives: 

1 – Analyze and derive the aesthetic values and artistic features of the art of Alabro . 

2- Preparing innovative designs inspired by the aesthetics of the art of Alabro. 

3- Employing some computer programs in the design of the proposed projects . 

4- Determine the degree of acceptance of the proposed designs by consumers and specialists.  

Results: 

1. The results of the application of the two questionnaires illustrated the possibility of design 

in the art of Alabro and the effect of renewing fashion lines. 

2. The art of Alabro from the arts that cares about the technical composition of the works and 

the possibility of using computer programs 

3. Use the APRO as a way to formulate some design ideas based on the knowledge of the 

designer in the style of Alabro    

4. Using the art of Alabro in the design and implementation of clothing contributes to 

renewing ideas and devising new methods of design  

5. The results of the application of the questionnaire confirmed that the implemented designs 

showed the features of the Apro art. 

For the views of consumers in favor of the sixth design came first place. 

6. There are statistically significant differences between the proposed design in terms of 

functional functionality according to the views of consumers in favour of the sixth design, 

first place. 

7. There are statistically significant differences between the proposed designs in terms of 

aesthetic achievement according to the opinion of the specialists in favour of the fourth design 

came first. 

8. There are statistically significant differences between the proposed designs in terms of 

functional functionality according to the opinions of Specialists 

In favor of the ninth design came first place. 

9. There are statistically significant differences between the proposed designs in terms of 

aesthetic achievement according to the views of consumers in favour of the sixth design, first 

place .. 
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Search recommendations: 

1. the need to inspire the various arts such as the art of Alabro in the field of fashion design in 

courses such as fashion design material. 

2. Conducting further studies and researches that address the aesthetics of Alabro art. 

3. to train and educate students on how to use Alabro because it is very important in 

developing their design ideas. 
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